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‘IF you write your name you drew a picture!’ TRUE FACT 

The Alphabet is a 26 letter art design learned to communicate on paper and speaking.  The ‘abc’s is an 

art design. Each letter of art design in the alphabet was designed for you to draw every day to 

communicate. 

If you write the letters, you are drawing a picture of a design. Every letter is an art design. It is a 

reproduction replication reflection to a letter or group of letters learned that have been assigned a 

sound so that you can communicate with each other.   

Letters are an individual art design that is assigned a sound so that you can blend them together to 

make words, words to make sentences, sentences to make paragraphs, paragraphs to make a story you 

would like to tell told as fact or fictional. A story can be a note, term paper, legal document i.e. (in 

example) A note: ‘Mother went to go get milk. She will be right back to help you with your homework 

later.’  A legal document: The constitution and The Bill of Rights.  The story in a sentence can also be 

descriptive as your name, so it identifies who you are –true fact. 

Different languages are different linguistics (French, Italian, English etc.)  

Language written are pictures design art reproduced. 

You write and draw pictures every day through your language called ‘Linguistics’. 

LINGUISTICS is your language that includes the sounds, written matter and group of people that use the 

language. 

Letters are a design assign to a sound to blend together to make words, words to make sentences. 

 

1. Reference: https://www.wikipedia.org 

Look up linguistics, art design, cave art, alphabet, history language compared to cave art 
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